
BROOKLYN BASED, FRENCH BORN-AMERICAN
INDIE FOLK ROCK SINGER/SONGWRITER REMY de LAROQUE’S

FACEBOOK LIVE SHOW ‘MUSIC TO LEAN ON’ GIVES RISE TO HIS MULTIFACETED,
TRAVEL AND NATURE INFLUENCED 12 SONG ALBUM ‘STAR CODE’

FCC-friendly TITLE TRACKS: Always Shine, Star Code, Bee Dreaming

Indie singer-songwriter Remy de Laroque released his fifth full album Star Code June 2nd, 2022 in NYC. The
multi-talented French born Brooklyn based developed his fascinating fifth full length collection from songs that
emerged spontaneously as a flood of pandemic creativity, although he would never call his album a pandemic
album. The album was entirely performed by Remy and recorded at his home in Bed-Stuy Brooklyn, then mixed in
L.A by Marc Daniel Nelson.

During lockdown, Remy developed a Facebook Live show called “Music to Lean On” to help people cope with the
unprecedented hard times. He would improvise melodies and beats with a sample pedal, in addition to singing a few
covers and originals from his large discography. Unleashed like never before, he engaged his devoted audience
performing six days a week, amassing 365 shows. Later, when the world – and live performance opportunities –
started opening up, Remy stopped the online show having amassed a huge backlog of songs, culling and producing
12 of them to birth Star Code. Its celestial title is one of many compelling references to natural wonders, and the
notion that during difficult times, the stars offer a way of finding our way back. Music available on Spotify, iTunes
etc..

Artists Like: Wilco, Sufjan Stevens, Lenon-McCartney, Nick Drake.

REVIEWS
Bee Dreaming: "..Radiohead would have been proud to have written this song..atmosphere like songs like “Dust

In The Wind” & “Street Spirit” " https://sleepingbagstudios.ca/remy-de-laroque-bee-dreaming/

‘Beautifully enchanting, original and pure all at once – Remy de Laroque refreshes and appeals from the outset
with this stunning and intimate EP STAR CODE.’ https://stereostickman.com/music/remy-de-laroque-star-code/

“Ballerina’s Shadows, it is as delightful as it is engaging, his lyrics are outstanding as is the music that
supports it..” https://indiepulsemusic.com/2022/05/05/remy-de-laroque-launches-star-code-project/
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